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Picasso: Minotaurs and Matadors, Gagosian
Bullish Picasso still fascinates in Sir John Richardson’s richly curated show
Allison Cole

Picasso's 'Minotaure dans une barque sauvant une femme', March 1937 (Paris)
All images © 2017 Estate of Pablo Picasso / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York. Courtesy Gagosian

At 93, Picasso’s revered biographer, Sir John Richardson, has curated a vital new celebration of
the artist’s life and work, focusing on one of his most enduring and delightful subjects, the
Minotaur. The exhibition at the Gagosian in fact charts two magnificent obsessions: one is, of
course, Picasso’s passionate identification with this savage, absurd and tragic mythological
creature (the Minotaur is the half beast/half human offspring of a bull and the wife of King
Minos of Crete); the other is Richardson’s own inexhaustible study of the artist himself, whom
he describes as “intensely funny, affectionate, adorable, but also capable of being as cruel as can
be”.

Born in Málaga in Spain, Picasso had grown up fixated with the drama of the bullfight and the
Mediterranean culture of the bull; so when the Minotaur emerged as a key surrealist symbol in
the 1930s (following Evans’s amazing archaeological discoveries in Knossos, Crete), it was a
natural theme for him to explore. But it is the intersection of ancient mythology with Picasso’s
bullfighting and biographical imagery (often depicting his family, wives and mistresses) that
provides particularly rich material for Richardson. (Pictured below: Minotaure caressant du
mufle la main d’une dormeuse, June 18, 1933, Boisgeloup)
For the Surrealists, the Minotaur perfectly encapsulated the human condition. Picasso, however,
brings a more personal element to bear: he really saw himself, as Richardson explains, as
something of a monster, while also priding himself on his great creative power and sexual
prowess: “the ‘god-like’ Minotaur was made for him.” Picasso’s own observation serves as a
further rationale for the exhibition: "If all the ways I have been along were marked on a map and
joined up with a line," he memorably said, "it might represent a minotaur."
Picasso is, of course, also the Matador – wielding his paintbrush, as one writer memorably put it,
“like a sword dipped in the blood of all the colours” (Rafael Alberti, 1969). The earliest picture
in the show is of a little Picador (1889) – made when Picasso was seven – illustrating his lifelong interest in the heroes of the bullring. An unusually melancholic sculpted head of a matador
with a broken nose reveals the human cost, but there is little hint of this in the joyous and gaudy
portraits of Picasso’s much later matadors and toreros of the 1970s, with their brilliant capes of
bloodied red.
Then there is the great bull itself – heavy, lumbering and immensely potent, or an ancient
sacrificial offering, its lethal horns often balanced on its huge broad head like a slender crescent
moon. A suite of wonderful lithographs of 1945 explores the animal’s awesome form,
deconstructing it and finely paring it down. Another marvellous series graphically portrays the
death of a matador, with the bull’s fury expressed in a flurry of ferocious, urgently drawn lines.
In a cluster of bull portraits, we sometimes see the dark eyes of the artist staring out at us,
vaguely amused: now Picasso has become the Minotaur (in one photograph he stands, with
naked torso, balancing a wicker mask of a bull in front of his face). Here he is bestial and brutish
in appearance, but also human and playful. (Pictured above: Picasso with a bull’s head mask,
Golfe-Juan, Vallauris, France, 1949. © edwardquinn.com)
Some of the most glorious works in the show explore the Minotaur’s love of women and his
ravenous sexual appetite, or the reverent relationship between the hairy beast and his nude
female model. We see the Minotaur contemplating female beauty, being both majestic and
celebratory, but we also see him becoming the hideous violent aggressor. Picasso clearly
regarded the Minotaur as a Dionysian, satyr-like creature – in some works satyr and Minotaur
fuse - but he also connects its death (from a mortal knife-wound inflicted by the hero Theseus) to
the ritual slaying of bulls in the ring. (Pictured below: La Minotauromachie VII, 1935, Paris)
At turns comic, tragic and violent, the Minotaur also reflects Picasso’s reactions to the political
upheavals of the time, containing hints of suffering, menace and deep cruelty. There is also a
more explicit autobiographical element to some of the works. The starting point for the
exhibition was Richardson’s essay in the New York Review of Books, which ties the imagery of
the great series of etchings La Minotauromachie (1935) – displayed along one wall of the
exhibition – to a traumatic episode in Picasso’s youth (a broken vow he made to his sister
Conchita, who died at the age of seven). The artist’s grandson, Bernard Ruiz-Picasso, was so

inspired by Richardson’s interpretation, that he suggested this exhibition as a means of
continuing the process of uncovering ever richer insights.
The installation, designed by Caruso St John (the modernist architects of the Gagosian), creates
dimly lit rooms, which with their green pleated curtains, plywood trestles (and even the odd bit
of hessian) hark back to the 1950s era. This period feel is enhanced by the image at the entrance
to the show – a striking bull "self-portrait" of 1958. With its fine array of ceramics, paintings,
lithographs, sculpture, etchings, the exhibition is also a reminder of Picasso’s career-spanning
versatility and brilliance – even the few uneven works have a bullish confidence that wins
through.

